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Five things every developer should 
know about software architecture 

1. Software architecture isn't about big design up front 
2. Every software team needs to consider software architecture 

3. The software architecture role is about coding, coaching and collaboration 
4. You don't need to use UML 

5. A good software architecture enables agility 

https://www.infoq.com/articles/architecture-five-things/



What is software 
architecture?
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Structure 
The definition of software in terms 

of its building blocks and their interactions
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Vision 
The process of architecting; 

making decisions based upon business goals, 
requirements and constraints, 

plus being able to communicate this to a team
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Application Architecture 
The internal structure of an application
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System Architecture 
High-level structure of a software system 

(software and infrastructure)

Application Architecture 
The internal structure of an application
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Enterprise Architecture 
Structure and strategy across people, process and technology

System Architecture 
High-level structure of a software system 

(software and infrastructure)

Application Architecture 
The internal structure of an application
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Enterprise Architecture 
Structure and strategy across people, process and technology

System Architecture 
High-level structure of a software system 

(software and infrastructure)

Application Architecture 
The internal structure of an application
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As a noun, design is the named structure 
or behaviour of a system … a design thus 

represents one point in a potential 
decision space.

Grady Booch
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All architecture is design, but 
not all design is architecture.

Grady Booch
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Architecture represents the 
significant decisions, where significance 

is measured by cost of change.

Grady Booch
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As architects, we define 
the significant decisions
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Curly braces on the same or next line 
Whitespace vs tabs

Programming language 
Monolith, microservices or hybrid approachArchitecture

Design

Implementation
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What happens if a software 
development team doesn’t 
think about architecture?
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Chaos 
Big ball of mud, spaghetti code, inconsistent 
approaches to solving the same problems, 
quality attributes are ignored, deployment 

problems, maintenance issues, etc
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vs
Software 

Architecture 
Document

Big design 
up front

No design 
up front
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Big design up front is dumb. 
Doing no design up front 

is even dumber.
Dave Thomas
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Software architecture 
helps us avoid chaos



Architectural 
drivers
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Requirements 
drive architecture 

(use cases, user stories, features, etc)
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Requirement 
"a thing that is needed or wanted" 

(this includes experiments and hypotheses too)
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Don’t start designing software 
if you have no inputs
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Quality attributes 
(also known as non-functional requirements, 

cross-cutting concerns, service-level agreements, etc)
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What quality attributes 
might be relevant for the 
”Financial Risk System”?
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Create a checklist of 
quality attributes you 
regularly encounter

Performance 
Scalability 
Availability 
Security 
Disaster Recovery 
Accessibility 
Monitoring 
Management 
Audit 
Flexibility 
Extensibility 
Maintainability 
Interoperability 
Legal 
Regulatory 
Compliance 
i18n 
L10n
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Understand how to capture, refine 
and challenge quality attributes
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Software lives in the real world, 
and the real world has 

constraints
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Typical constraints include 
time and budget, technology, 
people and skills, politics, etc
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Constraints can sometimes 
be prioritised
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Principles 
are selected by the team
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Development principles include 
coding conventions, naming 

guidelines, testing approaches, 
review practices, etc
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Architecture and design principles 
typically relate to modularity 

or crosscutting concerns 
(architectural layering, separation of concerns, 
stateless vs stateful, rich vs anaemic domain, 

security, error handling, logging, etc) 
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Ensure you have a good 
understanding of the requirements, 

quality attributes, constraints 
and principles to create 

sufficient foundations
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What about agile, 
and agility?
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Agile is about moving fast, 
embracing change, releasing often, 

getting feedback, …
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Agile is about a mindset of 
continuous improvement
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Inspect and adapt
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Continuous attention to 
technical excellence and 

good design enhances agility.
Principle 9 of the Manifesto for Agile Software Development
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A good architecture 
enables agility
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A good architecture rarely 
happens through 

architecture-indifferent design
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Monolithic 
big ball of mud

Microservices

Number of deployment units
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Monolithic 
big ball of mud

Microservices

Distributed 
big ball of mud

Number of deployment units
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Monolithic 
big ball of mud

Modular 
monolith

Microservices

Distributed 
big ball of mud

Number of deployment units

M
od

ul
ar

ity
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Agility is a 
quality attribute



The software 
architecture role
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Software development 
is not a relay sport

Software 
Architecture 
Document
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AaaS 
Architecture as a Service
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The software architecture role 
is about the “big picture” 

and, sometimes, this means 
stepping away from the code
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The software architecture role 
(technical leadership, and responsible for the technical success of the project/product)
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Architectural drivers 
Understanding the goals; 

capturing, refining and 
challenging the requirements 

and constraints.

The software architecture role 
(technical leadership, and responsible for the technical success of the project/product)
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Architectural drivers 
Understanding the goals; 

capturing, refining and 
challenging the requirements 

and constraints.

Designing software 
Creating the technical 

strategy, vision and roadmap.

The software architecture role 
(technical leadership, and responsible for the technical success of the project/product)
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Architectural drivers 
Understanding the goals; 

capturing, refining and 
challenging the requirements 

and constraints.

Designing software 
Creating the technical 

strategy, vision and roadmap.

Technical risks 
Identifying, mitigating and 

owning the technical risks to 
ensure that the architecture 

“works”.

The software architecture role 
(technical leadership, and responsible for the technical success of the project/product)
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Architectural drivers 
Understanding the goals; 

capturing, refining and 
challenging the requirements 

and constraints.

Designing software 
Creating the technical 

strategy, vision and roadmap.

Technical risks 
Identifying, mitigating and 

owning the technical risks to 
ensure that the architecture 

“works”.

Technical 
leadership 

Continuous technical 
leadership and ownership of 
the architecture throughout 

The software architecture role 
(technical leadership, and responsible for the technical success of the project/product)
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Architectural drivers 
Understanding the goals; 

capturing, refining and 
challenging the requirements 

and constraints.

Designing software 
Creating the technical 

strategy, vision and roadmap.

Technical risks 
Identifying, mitigating and 

owning the technical risks to 
ensure that the architecture 

“works”.

Technical 
leadership 

Continuous technical 
leadership and ownership of 
the architecture throughout 

Quality assurance 
Introduction and adherence to 

standards, guidelines, 
principles, etc.

The software architecture role 
(technical leadership, and responsible for the technical success of the project/product)
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Software development teams 
don’t need architects
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Software development teams 
do need technical leadership
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Every team needs 
technical leadership
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Continuous 
technical leadership 
(somebody needs to continuously steer the ship)
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Should software architects 
write code?
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Production code, prototypes, 
frameworks, foundations, code 

reviews, experimenting, etc
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Don’t code all of the time!
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There is often a tension between 
being “senior” and writing code…
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Software architects 
should be 

master builders
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Progress Toward an Engineering Discipline of Software 
Mary Shaw
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Experience is important … 
software architecture is not a rank!
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Software architecture is not a 
“post-technical” career option!
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Technology 
skills
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Good software architects 
are typically 

good software developers
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The people designing software must 
understand technology … 

all decisions involve trade-offs 
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Soft skills 
(leadership, communication, presentation, influencing, 

negotiation, collaboration, coaching and mentoring, 
motivation, facilitation, political, etc)
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Domain knowledge 
(or the ability to learn quickly)
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The software architecture role 
is multi-faceted 

(technology, soft skills, domain knowledge)
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Software architects, 
solution architects, 

tech leads, 
principal engineers?
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Technical priorities 
vs 

product priorities?
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The product owner(s) and 
software architect(s) are peers 
(“Architecture Owner” is another term you can use)
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Everybody should 
be an architect



“          ”
teams should be 

agile, autonomous, 
and self-organising



“          ”
just hire good people 
and trust them to do 

the right thing
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“everybody is responsible for architecture” 
!= 

everybody being responsible for architecture
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Does everybody have the skills 
and motivation to collaborate 

on the software architecture role?
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Who is providing technical leadership?

Service X

Team A 
(original authors)

Team B 
(adding code to support business capability 1)

Team C 
(adding code to support business capability 2)
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What about hierarchies of architects 
and central architecture groups?
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Introducing control? 
Avoiding chaos?
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How much control do you need?
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Different types of teams need 
different leadership styles
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Pair architecting
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Collaborative technical leadership 
is not easy
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Collaborate 
or fail



Draw one or more 
software architecture 

diagrams to describe a 
solution for the 

”Financial Risk System” 
(architectis.je)
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Did you find anything 
about this exercise 

challenging?
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Take a quick look at the diagrams: 

1. Do the solutions satisfy the architectural drivers? 
2. If you were the bank, would you buy this solution?



Visualising 
software architecture



Swap and review your diagrams 
Focus on the diagrams rather than the design; 

do you understand the notation, colour coding, symbols, etc? 

3 things you like 
3 things that could be improved 

A score between 1-10
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1 1 1 2 2 2
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1 1 1 2 2 2
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Information is likely 
still stuck in your heads
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This doesn’t make sense, 
but we’ll explain it.
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• What is this shape/symbol? 
• What is this line/arrow? 
• What do the colours mean? 
• What level of abstraction is shown? 
• Which diagram do we read first?



c4model.com
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The producer-consumer conflict 
of software architecture diagrams

I don’t want to put 
technology choices on 

the diagrams…
I wish these diagrams 
included technology 

choices…

Producer Consumer

Software design should 
be technology 
independent…
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If you’re going to use “boxes & lines”, 
at least do so in a structured way, 
using a self-describing notation
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Moving fast in the same direction 
as a team requires 

good communication
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Do you use UML?
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In my experience, optimistically, 

1 out of 10 people use UML



#2 “Not everybody else on the team knows it.” 
#3 “I’m the only person on the team who knows it.” 

#36 “You’ll be seen as old.” 
#37 “You’ll be seen as old-fashioned.” 

#66 “The tooling sucks.” 
#80 “It’s too detailed.” 

#81 “It’s a very elaborate waste of time.” 
#92 “It’s not expected in agile.” 

#97 “The value is in the conversation.”
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If you’re using UML, ArchiMate, 
SysML, BPML, DFDs, etc 

and it’s working … keep doing that!
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Who are the stakeholders that 
you need to communicate 
software architecture to; 

what information do they need?
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There are many different audiences for diagrams 
and documentation, all with different interests 

(software architects, software developers, operations and support staff, testers, 
Product Owners, project managers, Scrum Masters, users, management, 

business sponsors, potential customers, potential investors, …)
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The primary use for 
diagrams and documentation is 
communication and learning
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To describe a software architecture, 
we use a model composed of 

multiple views or perspectives.
Architectural Blueprints - The “4+1” View Model of Software Architecture 

Philippe Kruchten
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“Viewpoints and Perspectives”
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Why is there a separation 
between the logical and 

development views?
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Our architecture diagrams 
don’t match the code.
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“model-code gap”
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We lack a common vocabulary 
to describe software architecture
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@simonbrownhttps://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Circuit_diagram



@simonbrownhttps://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Component_diagram
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Software System

Web 
Application

Logging 
Component

Relational 
Database
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Ubiquitous 
language
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Would you code it that way? 
(ensure that your diagrams reflect 

your implementation intent)
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When drawing software 
architecture diagrams, 

think like a software developer
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If software developers created building architecture diagrams…

Hallway

Stairs
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Bed3Bed2Stairs Bathroom
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A common set of abstractions 
is more important 

than a common notation
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Abstractions
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A software system is made up of one or more containers (applications and data 
stores), each of which contains one or more components, which in turn are 

implemented by one or more code elements (classes, interfaces, objects, functions, etc).

Code Code Code

Component Component Component

Container 
(e.g. client-side web app, server-side web app, console application, 

mobile app, database schema, file system, object store, etc)

Container 
(e.g. client-side web app, server-side web app, console application, 

mobile app, database schema, file system, object store, etc)

Container 
(e.g. client-side web app, server-side web app, console application, 

mobile app, database schema, file system, object store, etc)

Software System
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Static structure diagrams
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C4 
c4model.com



Zoom in

Zoom in

Level 1 

Context
Level 2 

Containers
Level 3 

Components
Level 4 

Code

Zoom in

The C4 model for visualising 
software architecture 

c4model.com
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Diagrams are maps 
that help software developers navigate a large and/or complex codebase
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4. Code (e.g. classes) 
Component implementation details.

1. System Context 
The system plus users and system dependencies.

2. Containers 
The overall shape of the architecture and technology choices.

3. Components 
Logical components and their interactions within a container.

Overview first

Zoom & filter

Details on demand
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Example 
(Internet Banking System)
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Level 1 

System Context diagram
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Level 2 

Container diagram



The container diagram shows the 
containers that reside inside 

the software system boundary
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Level 3 

Component diagram



The component diagram 
shows the components 

that reside inside an 
individual container
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Level 4 

Code diagram



The code level diagram shows the code 
elements that make up a component
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Notation
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The C4 model is 
notation independent
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The C4 model is 
notation independent
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Titles 
Short and meaningful, include the diagram type, 

numbered if diagram order is important; for example: 

System Context diagram for Financial Risk System 
[System Context] Financial Risk System
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Visual consistency 
Try to be consistent with notation 

and element positioning across diagrams
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Acronyms 
Be wary of using acronyms, especially those related 

to the business/domain that you work in
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Boxes 
Start with simple boxes containing the element name, type, 
technology (if appropriate) and a description/responsibilities
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Internet Banking System 
[Software System] 

Allows customers to view information 
about their bank accounts, 

and make payments.

Personal Banking 
Customer 

[Person] 

A customer of the bank, with 
personal bank accounts.

Mainframe Banking 
System Facade 

[Component: Spring Bean] 

A facade onto the mainframe 
banking system.

API Application 
[Container: Java and Spring MVC] 

Provides Internet banking functionality 
via a JSON/HTTPS API.
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Lines 
Favour uni-directional lines showing the most important 

dependencies or data flow, with an annotation to be explicit 
about the purpose of the line and direction

No Yes
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Summarise the intent of the relationship

Single Page Application 
[Container]

API Application 
[Container]

Makes an API request to

Sends an API response to
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Summarise the intent of the relationship

Single Page Application 
[Container]

API Application 
[Container]

Makes an API request to

Single Page Application 
[Container]

API Application 
[Container]

Makes API calls using

Sends an API response to
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Summarise, yet be specific

Single Page Application 
[Container]

API Application 
[Container]

Single Page Application 
[Container]

API Application 
[Container]

Makes API calls using

Uses
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Show both directions when 
the intents are different

Microservice A 
[Container]

Microservice B 
[Container]

Requests a list of customers from 
[JSON/HTTPS]

Sends new customers to 
[Kafka topic]
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Beware of hiding the true story

Sends messages to

Microservice D 
[Container]

Microservice C 
[Container]

Sends messages to

Sends messages to

Sends messages to
Microservice B 

[Container]

Microservice A 
[Container]

Kafka 
[Container]
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Beware of hiding the true story

Sends customer update messages to

Microservice D 
[Container]

Microservice C 
[Container]Sends customer update messages to

Microservice B 
[Container]

Microservice A 
[Container]

Topic X 
 [Container: Kafka 

Topic]

Topic Y 
 [Container: Kafka 

Topic]Sends order creation messages to Sends order creation messages to
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Beware of hiding the true story

Sends customer update messages to

Microservice D 
[Container]

Microservice C 
[Container]Subscribes to customer update 

messages from

Microservice B 
[Container]

Microservice A 
[Container]

Topic X 
 [Container: Kafka 

Topic]

Topic Y 
 [Container: Kafka 

Topic]Sends order creation messages to
Subscribes to order creation 

messages from
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Beware of hiding the true story

Sends customer update messages to 
[via Kafka topic X]

Microservice D 
[Container]

Microservice C 
[Container]

Sends order creation messages to 
[via Kafka topic Y]

Microservice A 
[Container]

Microservice B 
[Container]
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Add more words to make the intent explicit

Trade Data System 
[Software System]

Financial Risk System 
[Software System]

Trade data
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Add more words to make the intent explicit

Trade Data System 
[Software System]

Financial Risk System 
[Software System]

Trade data

Trade Data System 
[Software System]

Financial Risk System 
[Software System]

Sends trade data to
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Read the relationship out loud

Web Application 
[Container]

Database 
[Container]

Reads from and writes to
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Key/legend 
Explain shapes, line styles, colours, borders, acronyms, etc 

… even if your notation seems obvious!
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Arrowheads 
Be careful, using different 
arrowheads is very subtle; 

readers may miss them 
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Use shape, colour and size 
to complement a diagram 
that already makes sense
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Be careful with icons
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Use icons to supplement text, 
not replace it
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Increase the readability of 
software architecture diagrams, 

so they can stand alone
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Any narrative should complement 
the diagram rather than explain it
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c4model.com
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Abstractions first, 
notation second 

Ensure that your team has a ubiquitous 
language to describe software architecture



A set of 
hierarchical 
abstractions 

(software systems, 
containers, components, 

and code)

A set of 
hierarchical 

diagrams 
(system context, 

containers, components, 
and code)

Notation 
independent

The C4 model is…



Draw a System Context 
and a Container diagram
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Designing software is where 
the complexity should be, 

not communicating it!
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The diagrams should spark 
meaningful questions
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No 
“What does that arrow mean?” 

“Why are some boxes red?” 
“Is that a Java application?” 

“Is that a monolithic application, or a collection of microservices?” 
“How do the users get their reports?”
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Yes 
“What protocol are your two Java applications using 

to communicate with each other?” 
“Why do you have two separate C# applications instead of one?” 

“Why are you using MongoDB?” 
“Why are you using MySQL when our standard is Oracle?” 

“Should we really build new applications with .NET Framework 
rather than .NET Core?”
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Richer diagrams lead to 
richer design discussions
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Richer diagrams lead to 
better communication, 

making it easier to scale teams
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Similar levels of abstraction provide  
a way to easily compare solutions
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System landscape diagrams
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Runtime/behavioural diagrams
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Static structure diagrams 
are very useful, but they 
don’t tell the whole story
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Use dynamic diagrams to describe 
patterns or complex interactions
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Deployment diagrams
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Deployment is about the mapping 
of containers to infrastructure
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Deployment Node 
Physical infrastructure (a physical server or device), 

virtualised infrastructure (IaaS, PaaS, a virtual machine), 
containerised infrastructure (a Docker container), 
database server, Java EE web/application server, 

Microsoft IIS, etc
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A deployment node can contain 
other deployment nodes or 

software system/container instances
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Infrastructure Node 
Routers, firewalls, load balancers, 
DNS providers, edge caches, etc
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What tooling do you recommend?



c4model.com
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Most teams use general purpose 
diagramming tools 

(Visio, diagrams.net, Lucidchart, Gliffy, etc)
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Visio, diagrams.net, Lucidchart, Gliffy, etc 
- not recommended for 

software architecture diagrams
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No guidance, rules, semantics, etc
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No model, no consistency
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<mxfile host="app.diagrams.net" modified="2022-05-16T09:48:26.450Z" agent="5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_15_7) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) 
Chrome/101.0.4951.64 Safari/537.36" etag="3crCYGp9Lf1JWI7VV2hT" version="16.5.2" type="device"><diagram id="ZBMMDNz2AIJuiLfg3vVe" 

name="Page-1">7Zjbcts2EIafRpfW8CDS8qV1cHKRdjJV0taXEAmRiEGCBSFL6tN3FwRI8CDF6XQ6mUl8GHF/
YJe74OIz4Vm4Ls7vJKnyX0RK+Szw0vMs3MyCwPeXMXygcmmUey9qhEyy1EzqhB37mxrRM+qRpbTuTVRCcMWqvpiIsqSJ6mlESnHqTzsI3r9rRTI6EnYJ4WP1D5aqvFGXwX2nv6csy+2d/

fihGSmInWwqqXOSipMjhdtZuJZCqOaqOK8px8Wz69L4PV0ZbROTtFQTDmL/BdcDZnCS0BzqpnKwZItfSWHK/
FxTadVPl8qoH8FFlFbf0DqRrFIMJD38CPJRO3rigCVfsExxUCdICi8vtaLFvPHnZA+tof1mQcwh5dVBlJhgrS5mteO/jsIO3NW6F/

Aeflydu0G4ysynjrLvhMiUFER2EJZjP3QArblzX07ZaytFTTC9EhAs2ji+7jybgrwV7Fur9W9Va6IkggvZizILwkR/TflG/
afXW5+ptRiWGTiN97h98opVGLI63HzwPtPq+ff3d37b0G2jdoUGuSrw0fsmf7PLfbRTUucUI3tgnHKmaF1Bv4JwAqCgA+N83VYbesvw6T4CvVZSvFB3JA79aG1u4egH/

YUeOdGNXZwzZNU8Wcwr3eCQ+YpwlmFbJ7CboKPDVUEV2aZMmbwrwUql90+E7eHNYQnXnv7F7liD5qNl9L523xeN4A/
EKS2YECdD9u8NP+FKUmgqstcPwWsf4yuVip6vMsR9kO+ogFWQuKuNw9KwzMD8wZinjoyBZ7TcpaL1I4ZAWRu5AxZcmN6xpkHYv8DZTpMHxFLjYMi1XccoO/

MG4lJ35zSk+wm5HxFywU3ISXEsU40y36Js10eZg0HdKCuSvGTazeKqFCUdM8/3Yn/l3SDbCF5EJhay3iQrN5H34I8pN0TGiHrBGHtTKGz5NGZhMAXI7wKajhb0SfofkHMxQGdru+xcTLEz+F/
Y2cHxN8oJbqA6Z9VVLsL7Yn0VeXpXTTAAVk/dmV5FCHB6UNch8NYopunfiM6rhJgi6LfhIbyJB1qmj3geAWvPRfLyKWdlnwnuq9HEbl94+N3uZnsaQU+I/

cS4jTPa7csAv3Ee3+sEsJMZnHHGAIBINoWFDkWkcoUvx6LamaIAMlYxM2JESItBzJWmcJoy84VUuchESfi2U1f0zNSfOHseGevZ5gLXm7MNhMbFMeBswiB5xF2jlbAnnEBoPrtjXShtXVxrGKx52pj87e2ObwJ
HmdCvvRnDoZXIjKo3/nFx8DGFB6l36Gs/tyk8mHAfkeIditrXNoOiMB4QpqnJeLlH0EGgKPxKoKboUSBNq7bGNwAMzO6c3Hh3/20It/8A</diagram></mxfile>

Content and presentation is mixed



@simonbrown

Hard to diff

<mxfile host="app.diagrams.net" modified="2022-05-16T09:48:26.450Z" agent="5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_15_7) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) 
Chrome/101.0.4951.64 Safari/537.36" etag="3crCYGp9Lf1JWI7VV2hT" version="16.5.2" type="device"><diagram id="ZBMMDNz2AIJuiLfg3vVe" 

name="Page-1">7Zjbcts2EIafRpfW8CDS8qV1cHKRdjJV0taXEAmRiEGCBSFL6tN3FwRI8CDF6XQ6mUl8GHF/
YJe74OIz4Vm4Ls7vJKnyX0RK+Szw0vMs3MyCwPeXMXygcmmUey9qhEyy1EzqhB37mxrRM+qRpbTuTVRCcMWqvpiIsqSJ6mlESnHqTzsI3r9rRTI6EnYJ4WP1D5aqvFGXwX2nv6csy+2d/

fihGSmInWwqqXOSipMjhdtZuJZCqOaqOK8px8Wz69L4PV0ZbROTtFQTDmL/BdcDZnCS0BzqpnKwZItfSWHK/
FxTadVPl8qoH8FFlFbf0DqRrFIMJD38CPJRO3rigCVfsExxUCdICi8vtaLFvPHnZA+tof1mQcwh5dVBlJhgrS5mteO/jsIO3NW6F/

Aeflydu0G4ysynjrLvhMiUFER2EJZjP3QArblzX07ZaytFTTC9EhAs2ji+7jybgrwV7Fur9W9Va6IkggvZizILwkR/TflG/
afXW5+ptRiWGTiN97h98opVGLI63HzwPtPq+ff3d37b0G2jdoUGuSrw0fsmf7PLfbRTUucUI3tgnHKmaF1Bv4JwAqCgA+N83VYbesvw6T4CvVZSvFB3JA79aG1u4egH/

YUeOdGNXZwzZNU8Wcwr3eCQ+YpwlmFbJ7CboKPDVUEV2aZMmbwrwUql90+E7eHNYQnXnv7F7liD5qNl9L523xeN4A/
EKS2YECdD9u8NP+FKUmgqstcPwWsf4yuVip6vMsR9kO+ogFWQuKuNw9KwzMD8wZinjoyBZ7TcpaL1I4ZAWRu5AxZcmN6xpkHYv8DZTpMHxFLjYMi1XccoO/

MG4lJ35zSk+wm5HxFywU3ISXEsU40y36Js10eZg0HdKCuSvGTazeKqFCUdM8/3Yn/l3SDbCF5EJhay3iQrN5H34I8pN0TGiHrBGHtTKGz5NGZhMAXI7wKajhb0SfofkHMxQGdru+xcTLEz+F/
Y2cHxN8oJbqA6Z9VVLsL7Yn0VeXpXTTAAVk/dmV5FCHB6UNch8NYopunfiM6rhJgi6LfhIbyJB1qmj3geAWvPRfLyKWdlnwnuq9HEbl94+N3uZnsaQU+I/

cS4jTPa7csAv3Ee3+sEsJMZnHHGAIBINoWFDkWkcoUvx6LamaIAMlYxM2JESItBzJWmcJoy84VUuchESfi2U1f0zNSfOHseGevZ5gLXm7MNhMbFMeBswiB5xF2jlbAnnEBoPrtjXShtXVxrGKx52pj87e2ObwJ
HmdCvvRnDoZXIjKo3/nFx8DGFB6l36Gs/tyk8mHAfkeIditrXNoOiMB4QpqnJeLlH0EGgKPxKoKboUSBNq7bGNwAMzO6c3Hh3/20It/8A</diagram></mxfile>
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Limited opportunities 
for automation



@simonbrown

Time consuming 

🤦
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October 2020
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“Diagrams as code” is easy to author, 
diff, version control, collaborate on, 

integrate into CI/CD, etc



@startuml 
!include https://raw.githubusercontent.com/plantuml-stdlib/C4-PlantUML/master/C4.puml 
!include https://raw.githubusercontent.com/plantuml-stdlib/C4-PlantUML/master/C4_Context.puml 

Person(User, "User") 
System(SoftwareSystem, "Software System") 

Rel_D(User, SoftwareSystem, "Uses") 

SHOW_LEGEND() 
@enduml

C4-PlantUML



@simonbrown

@startuml(id=SystemLandscape) 
!includeurl https://raw.githubusercontent.com/plantuml-stdlib/C4-PlantUML/master/C4.puml 
!includeurl https://raw.githubusercontent.com/plantuml-stdlib/C4-PlantUML/master/C4_Context.puml 
!includeurl https://raw.githubusercontent.com/plantuml-stdlib/C4-PlantUML/master/C4_Container.puml 
!includeurl https://raw.githubusercontent.com/plantuml-stdlib/C4-PlantUML/master/C4_Component.puml 
LAYOUT_WITH_LEGEND() 

title System Landscape for Big Bank plc 

Person_Ext(1, "Personal Banking Customer", "A customer of the bank, with personal bank accounts.") 
package "Big Bank plc" { 
  Person(3, "Back Office Staff", "Administration and support staff within the bank.") 
  Person(2, "Customer Service Staff", "Customer service staff within the bank.") 
  System(6, "ATM", "Allows customers to withdraw cash.") 
  System(5, "E-mail System", "The internal Microsoft Exchange e-mail system") 
  System(7, "Internet Banking System", "Allows customers to view information about their bank accounts, and make payments.") 
  System(4, "Mainframe Banking System", "Stores all of the core banking information about customers, accounts, transactions, etc.") 
} 
Rel_D(6, 4, "Uses", "") 
Rel_D(3, 4, "Uses", "") 
Rel_D(2, 4, "Uses", "") 
Rel_D(5, 1, "Sends e-mails to", "") 
Rel_D(7, 5, "Sends e-mail using", "") 
Rel_D(7, 4, "Gets account information from, and makes payments using", "") 
Rel_D(1, 6, "Withdraws cash using", "") 
Rel_D(1, 2, "Asks questions to", "Telephone") 
Rel_D(1, 7, "Views account balances, and makes payments using", "") 
@enduml

You

@startuml(id=SystemContext) 
!includeurl https://raw.githubusercontent.com/plantuml-stdlib/C4-PlantUML/master/C4.puml 
!includeurl https://raw.githubusercontent.com/plantuml-stdlib/C4-PlantUML/master/C4_Context.puml 
!includeurl https://raw.githubusercontent.com/plantuml-stdlib/C4-PlantUML/master/C4_Container.puml 
!includeurl https://raw.githubusercontent.com/plantuml-stdlib/C4-PlantUML/master/C4_Component.puml 
LAYOUT_WITH_LEGEND() 

title Internet Banking System - System Context 

Person_Ext(1, "Personal Banking Customer", "A customer of the bank, with personal bank accounts.") 
package "Big Bank plc" { 
  System(5, "E-mail System", "The internal Microsoft Exchange e-mail system") 
  System(7, "Internet Banking System", "Allows customers to view information about their bank accounts, and make payments.") 
  System(4, "Mainframe Banking System", "Stores all of the core banking information about customers, accounts, transactions, etc.") 
} 
Rel_D(5, 1, "Sends e-mails to", "") 
Rel_D(7, 5, "Sends e-mail using", "") 
Rel_D(7, 4, "Gets account information from, and makes payments using", "") 
Rel_D(1, 7, "Views account balances, and makes payments using", "") 
@enduml

Diagrams as code 1.0 
You create and maintain multiple diagrams, 

remembering to keep them all in sync 
whenever you change a diagram

Create and maintain
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From diagramming 
to modelling
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Structurizr DSL 
An open source, text-based domain specific language (DSL), 

to create software architecture diagrams 
based upon the C4 model
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You

Diagrams as code 2.0 
You create and maintain a single model, and the tool 
generates multiple diagrams, automatically keeping 

them all in sync whenever you change the model

workspace "Big Bank plc" "This is an example workspace to illustrate the key features of Structurizr, via the DSL, based around a fictional online banking system." { 

    model { 
        customer = person "Personal Banking Customer" "A customer of the bank, with personal bank accounts." 

        enterprise "Big Bank plc" { 
            supportStaff = person "Customer Service Staff" "Customer service staff within the bank." "Bank Staff" 
            backoffice = person "Back Office Staff" "Administration and support staff within the bank." "Bank Staff" 

            mainframe = softwaresystem "Mainframe Banking System" "Stores all of the core banking information about customers, accounts, transactions, etc." "Existing System" 
            email = softwaresystem "E-mail System" "The internal Microsoft Exchange e-mail system" "Existing System" 
            atm = softwaresystem "ATM" "Allows customers to withdraw cash." "Existing System" 

            internetBankingSystem = softwaresystem "Internet Banking System" "Allows customers to view information about their bank accounts, and make payments." { 
                singlePageApplication = container "Single-Page Application" "Provides all of the Internet banking functionality to customers via their web browser." "JavaScript and Angular" "Web Browser" 
                mobileApp = container "Mobile App" "Provides a limited subset of the Internet banking functionality to customers via their mobile device." "Xamarin" "Mobile App" 
                webApplication = container "Web Application" "Delivers the static content and the Internet banking single page application." "Java and Spring MVC" 
                apiApplication = container "API Application" "Provides Internet banking functionality via a JSON/HTTPS API." "Java and Spring MVC" { 
                    signinController = component "Sign In Controller" "Allows users to sign in to the Internet Banking System." "Spring MVC Rest Controller" 
                    accountsSummaryController = component "Accounts Summary Controller" "Provides customers with a summary of their bank accounts." "Spring MVC Rest Controller" 
                    resetPasswordController = component "Reset Password Controller" "Allows users to reset their passwords with a single use URL." "Spring MVC Rest Controller" 
                    securityComponent = component "Security Component" "Provides functionality related to signing in, changing passwords, etc." "Spring Bean" 
                    mainframeBankingSystemFacade = component "Mainframe Banking System Facade" "A facade onto the mainframe banking system." "Spring Bean" 
                    emailComponent = component "E-mail Component" "Sends e-mails to users." "Spring Bean" 
                } 
                database = container "Database" "Stores user registration information, hashed authentication credentials, access logs, etc." "Oracle Database Schema" "Database" 
            } 

        } 

        # relationships between people and software systems 
        uses = customer -> internetBankingSystem "Views account balances, and makes payments using" 
        internetBankingSystem -> mainframe "Gets account information from, and makes payments using" 
        internetBankingSystem -> email "Sends e-mail using" 
        email -> customer "Sends e-mails to" 
        customer -> supportStaff "Asks questions to" "Telephone" 
        supportStaff -> mainframe "Uses" 
        customer -> atm "Withdraws cash using" 
        atm -> mainframe "Uses" 
        backoffice -> mainframe "Uses" 

        # relationships to/from containers 
        customer -> webApplication "Visits bigbank.com/ib using" "HTTPS" 
        customer -> singlePageApplication "Views account balances, and makes payments using" 
        customer -> mobileApp "Views account balances, and makes payments using" 
        webApplication -> singlePageApplication "Delivers to the customer's web browser" 

        # relationships to/from components 
        singlePageApplication -> signinController "Makes API calls to" "JSON/HTTPS" 
        singlePageApplication -> accountsSummaryController "Makes API calls to" "JSON/HTTPS" 
        singlePageApplication -> resetPasswordController "Makes API calls to" "JSON/HTTPS" 
        mobileApp -> signinController "Makes API calls to" "JSON/HTTPS" 
        mobileApp -> accountsSummaryController "Makes API calls to" "JSON/HTTPS" 
        mobileApp -> resetPasswordController "Makes API calls to" "JSON/HTTPS" 
        signinController -> securityComponent "Uses" 
        accountsSummaryController -> mainframeBankingSystemFacade "Uses" 
        resetPasswordController -> securityComponent "Uses" 
        resetPasswordController -> emailComponent "Uses" 
        securityComponent -> database "Reads from and writes to" "JDBC" 
        mainframeBankingSystemFacade -> mainframe "Makes API calls to" "XML/HTTPS" 
        emailComponent -> email "Sends e-mail using" 

…

Create and maintain

Automatically generates
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“Models as code”
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“C4 models as code”



Domain concepts 
(not “boxes and lines”)



@startuml 
title Software System - System Context 

top to bottom direction 

hide stereotype 

rectangle "==User\n<size:10>[Person]</size>" <<User>> as User 
rectangle "==Software System\n<size:10>[Software System]</size>" <<SoftwareSystem>> as SoftwareSystem 

User ..> SoftwareSystem : "Uses" 
@enduml

Domain language of diagramming 
(no rules, no guidance)



@startuml 
!include https://raw.githubusercontent.com/plantuml-stdlib/C4-PlantUML/master/C4.puml 
!include https://raw.githubusercontent.com/plantuml-stdlib/C4-PlantUML/master/C4_Context.puml 

Person(User, "User") 
System(SoftwareSystem, "Software System") 

Rel_D(User, SoftwareSystem, "Uses") 

SHOW_LEGEND() 
@enduml

Domain language of software architecture 
(still no rules, no guidance)



workspace { 

    model { 
        user = person "User" 
        softwareSystem = softwareSystem "Software System" 

        user -> softwareSystem "Uses" 
    } 

    views { 
        systemContext softwareSystem { 
            include * 
            autoLayout 
        } 
   } 
     
}

Domain language of software architecture 
(metamodel and rules)



Model-based 
(DRY)



workspace { 

    model { 
        user = person "User" 
        softwareSystem = softwareSystem "Software System" 

        

        user -> softwareSystem "Uses" 

    } 

    views { 
        systemContext softwareSystem { 
            include * 
            autoLayout 
        } 
         
         

    } 
     
}



workspace { 

    model { 
        user = person "User" 
        softwareSystem = softwareSystem "Software System" { 
            webapp = container "Web Application" 
            database = container "Database" 
        } 

        user -> webapp "Uses" 
        webapp -> database "Reads from and writes to" 
    } 

    views { 
        systemContext softwareSystem { 
            include * 
            autoLayout 
        } 
         
        container softwareSystem { 
            include * 
            autolayout 
        } 
    } 
     
}
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Unspecified relationships can 
be implied from the model



user -> webapp "Uses" 
webapp -> database "Reads from and writes to"

user -> softwareSystem "Uses"



Separation of content 
and presentation
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HTML & CSS



workspace { 

    model { 
        user = person "User" 
        softwareSystem = softwareSystem "Software System" { 
            webapp = container "Web Application" 
            database = container "Database" 
        } 

        user -> webapp "Uses" 
        webapp -> database "Reads from and writes to" 
    } 

    views { 
        systemContext softwareSystem { 
            include * 
            autoLayout 
        } 
         
        container softwareSystem { 
            include * 
            autolayout 
        } 
    } 
     
}



workspace { 

    model { 
        user = person "User" 
        softwareSystem = softwareSystem "Software System" { 
            webapp = container "Web Application" 
            database = container "Database" 
        } 

        user -> webapp "Uses" 
        webapp -> database "Reads from and writes to" 
    } 

    views { 
        systemContext softwareSystem { 
            include * 
            autoLayout 
        } 
         
        container softwareSystem { 
            include * 
            autolayout 
        } 

        theme default 
    }
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Styling of elements and 
relationships is achieved 

via tags



workspace { 

    model { 
        softwareSystem "Software System" 
    } 

    views { 
        systemLandscape { 
            include * 
            autolayout 
        } 
         
        styles { 
            element "Software System" { 
                background #1168bd 
                color #ffffff 
                shape RoundedBox 
            } 
        } 
    } 
     
}



workspace { 

    model { 
        softwareSystem "Software System" 
    } 

    views { 
        systemLandscape { 
            include * 
            autolayout 
        } 
         
        styles { 
            element "Software System" { 
                background #1168bd 
                color #ffffff 
                shape RoundedBox 
            } 
        } 
    } 
     
}
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Rendering tool 
independent
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“Diagrams as code 1.0” 
PlantUML, Mermaid, etc are input formats



@startuml 
!include https://raw.githubusercontent.com/plantuml-stdlib/C4-PlantUML/master/C4.puml 
!include https://raw.githubusercontent.com/plantuml-stdlib/C4-PlantUML/master/C4_Context.puml 

Person(User, "User") 
System(SoftwareSystem, "Software System") 

Rel_D(User, SoftwareSystem, "Uses") 

SHOW_LEGEND() 
@enduml

Diagrams as code 1.0
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“Diagrams as code 2.0” 
PlantUML, Mermaid, etc are output formats



workspace { 

    model { 
        user = person "User" 
        softwareSystem = softwareSystem "Software System" 

        user -> softwareSystem "Uses" 
    } 

    views { 
        theme default 
    } 
     
}

Diagrams as code 2.0
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https://structurizr.com/help/lite
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https://structurizr.com/help/on-premises
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https://structurizr.com/help/cli
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https://structurizr.com/help/cli
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https://structurizr.com/help/cli



https://github.com/pmorch/c4viz



https://github.com/avisi-cloud/structurizr-site-generatr



https://www.ilograph.com
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How do you diagram large and 
complex software systems?
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container softwareSystem { 
    include user ->service1-> 
    autolayout 
}
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container softwareSystem { 
    include ->service2-> 
    autolayout 
}
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container softwareSystem { 
    include ->service3-> 
    autolayout 
}
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Enterprise-wide modelling?



model.dsl 
(people and software systems)

system-landscape.dsl 
(system landscape diagrams)

internet-banking-system.dsl 
(C4 model diagrams for the Internet Banking System)

extendsextends
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Scripting support 
(via JSR-223: Java Scripting API)



workspace { 

    model { 
        ... 
    } 

    !script groovy { 
        workspace.views.createDefaultViews() 
        workspace.views.views.each { it.disableAutomaticLayout() } 
    } 
    
}
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Plugin support 
(via Java)
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Hybrid usage 
(DSL and Java)



workspace { 

    model { 
        s = softwareSystem "Software System" { 
            webapp = container "Web Application" 
            database = container "Database" { 
                webapp -> this "Reads from and writes to" 
            } 
        } 
    } 

    views { 
        systemContext s { 
            include * 
            autoLayout 
        } 

        container s { 
            include * 
            autoLayout 
        } 
    } 
     
}



StructurizrDslParser parser = new StructurizrDslParser(); 
parser.parse(new File("workspace.dsl")); 

Workspace workspace = parser.getWorkspace(); 
Container webApplication = workspace.getModel() 
        .getSoftwareSystemWithName("Software System”) 
        .getContainerWithName(“Web Application"); 

// add components manually or via automatic extraction 
... 

// add a component view 
ComponentView componentView = workspace.getViews() 
        .createComponentView(webApplication, "Components", "Description"); 
componentView.addDefaultElements(); 
componentView.enableAutomaticLayout();
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Developers 
vs 

non-developers?
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Store your diagrams and docs 
in version control, 

next to your source code
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“Publish” the diagrams and 
documentation if necessary
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Up front design 
vs 

long-lived documentation?



Documenting 
software architecture



“          ”@simonbrown

Working software 
over 

comprehensive 
documentation

Manifesto for Agile Software Development
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The code doesn’t tell 
the whole story
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Useful information 
spread across 

hundreds of pages; 
rarely read or updated

Software 
Architecture 
Document
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Travel Guidebook 
(maps, points of interest, sights, itineraries, 
history, culture, practical information, etc)
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Software Guidebook 
(maps, points of interest, sights, itineraries, 
history, culture, practical information, etc)



https://leanpub.com/documenting-software-architecture/c/free
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“Architecture 
Decision Record” 

A short description of an 
architecturally significant decision 

http://thinkrelevance.com/blog/2011/11/15/documenting-
architecture-decisions (Michael Nygard)
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Documentation format? 
Microsoft Word, Microsoft SharePoint, 

Atlassian Confluence, Markdown or AsciiDoc, etc
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How long? 
Something I can read in 1-2 hours; 

a good starting point for exploring the code
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How do you keep software 
architecture documentation 

up to date?
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C4 model diagrams 
+ 

software guidebook/arc42 
+ 

architecture decision records



Software architecture 
in practice
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vs
Software 

Architecture 
Document

Big design 
up front

No design 
up front
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Big design up front is dumb. 
Doing no design up front 

is even dumber.
Dave Thomas
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Evolutionary 
architecture
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I’m referring to technical design 
rather than product design

Technical 
Design 

Technical vision, 
technologies, modularity, 

quality attributes, 
environmental constraints, 

etc

Product 
Design 

Product vision, 
UX, UI, 

business process, 
etc 
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How much up front design 
should you do?

0% 100%
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it depends
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Sometimes requirements are known, 
and sometimes they aren’t 

(enterprise software development vs product companies and startups)
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just enough
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Up front design is not 
necessarily about creating a 

perfect end-state or 
complete architecture



@simonbrown
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Iteration (via prototyping and experimentation) is great for product design but… 
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Iteration (via prototyping and experimentation) is great for product design but… 

you don’t just “build the car”
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Evolutionary Design 
Beginning With A Primitive Whole
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Evolutionary Design 
Beginning With A Primitive Whole
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We’re not trying to 
make every decision
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I think there is a role for a broad starting point architecture. Such things as 
stating early on how to layer the application, how you'll interact with the 

database (if you need one), what approach to use to handle the web server.

Martin Fowler 
https://martinfowler.com/articles/designDead.html
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A starting point 
adds value
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If you don’t engage in the problem, you end up with 
a very simplified and superficial view of the solution
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Part of the design activity is about 
discovering “unknown unknowns”
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The typical s-curve of learning

Slow initial progress

Accelerated learning

Plateau
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1. Is that what we’re going to build?

2. Is it going to work?
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Diagrams are a visual checklist 
for design decisions
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System Context diagram 
What is the scope of the software system we’re building? 

Who is using it? What are they doing? 
What system integrations does it need to support?
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Container diagram 
What are the major technology building blocks? 

What are their responsibilities? 
How do they communicate?
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Understand the 
structure 

and create a 
shared vision
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1. Is that what we’re going to build?

2. Is it going to work?
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Teams need to explicitly 
manage technical risk
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An example timeline from “Beyond Retrospectives” 
Linda Rising, GOTO Aarhus 2011
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An example timeline from “Beyond Retrospectives” 
Linda Rising, GOTO Aarhus 2011

Problems with new technology
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Identify and mitigate 
your highest priority risks
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Low
1

Medium
2

High
3

Low
1 1 2 3

Medium
2 2 4 6

High
3 3 6 9

Im
pa

ct
Probability
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The software architecture role 
should own the technical risks
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Architecturally significant? 
Costly to change, complex or new
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Like estimates, 
risks are subjective
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Visual and collaborative “games”
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Risk-storming 
A visual and collaborative technique for identifying risk
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Threat modelling 
(STRIDE, LINDDUN, Attack Trees, etc)
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Base your architecture on 
requirements, travel light 

and prove your architecture 
with concrete experiments.

Agile Architecture: Strategies for Scaling Agile Development  
Scott Ambler
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Concrete experiment 
Proof of concept, prototype, spike, tracer, vertical slice, 
walking skeleton, executable reference architecture, …



@simonbrown

Just enough up front design to create 
firm and sufficient foundations



@simonbrown

How much up front design 
should you do?



@simonbrown

#52 

“I’m good with 
maybe a day 

for a one-year 
effort.”
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Up front design is an iterative and 
incremental process; stop when:

You understand the significant 
architectural drivers (requirements, 

quality attributes, constraints).

You understand the context and scope 
of what you’re building.

You understand the 
significant design decisions 

(i.e. technology, modularity, etc).

You have a way to communicate your 
technical vision to other people.

You are confident that your design 
satisfies the key architectural drivers.

You have identified, and are 
comfortable with, the risks associated 

with building the software.

Techniques: Workshops, interviews, Event Storming, Impact Mapping, domain modelling, OOAD, CRC, DDD, 
architecture reviews, ATAM, architecture dry runs, Risk-storming, concrete experiments, C4 model, ADRs, etc.
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How long? 
Hours, days or weeks … not months or years
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Some Design Up Front 
+ Evolutionary Design
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Some up front design to create a 
starting point and direction 

for further evolutionary design



@simonbrown

Estimates?



“          ”@simonbrown

we used to do things like this, 
it worked but we stopped doing 

it when we became agile



@simonbrown

Adopt an agile mindset 
Choose a starting point and continuously improve 

to discover what works for you



Simon Brown
@simonbrown

Thank you!


